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PLANNING FOR THE
NEXT DECADE OF
UK ADVERTISING’S
EXPORT SUCCESS
STEPHEN WOODFORD
Chief Executive, Advertising Association
Welcome to our fourth annual UK Advertising Exports Report, our record of the
UK’s performance in selling advertising and marketing services to customers
around the world. This report is a particularly critical one as it is the first to look
at the impact of COVID-19 on our exports and to assess how the UK’s withdrawal
from the European Union might begin to change the shape of our international
marketplace. Prior to these events, the UK advertising industry had experienced a
decade of year-on-year growth, more than tripling its exports during that period.
With all this change in mind, the headline figure for the year ending 31
December 2020 is a very impressive export total of £11.7bn. Despite an almost
complete shutdown of advertising spend, not just in the UK but around the world
during the first lockdown, where major parts of the industry remained closed for
large periods of 2020, our industry maintained its export levels to those of 2019
and achieved a healthy £5bn trade surplus. As a result, UK advertising exports
remain in third place compared to other key service sectors, behind only to
insurance and pension services (£20.7bn) and computer services (£12.9bn).

Continued on the next page
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Our industry achieved this excellent result, despite being restricted from seeing
customers face-to-face throughout 2020. Major opportunities to network and sell to
international prospects either disappeared from the calendar completely or shifted
online. Our industry’s exporters had to adapt quickly and develop new skills to sell,
particularly as advertising spend shifted to digital channels around the world.
Great credit should be given to the work of our UK Advertising Export Group which
quickly shifted all its promotional efforts to virtual trade missions and to participating
in major trade shows as they moved online. Through our online trade venue, UK
House, we have reached over half a million potential customers from 40 countries
since it first opened its doors in summer 2020. Our thanks go to the Department for
International Trade as it continued to collaborate and support our efforts to boost
the performance of UK companies from our sector in new markets around the world.
The UK’s strengths in the areas of creativity, strategy, production, and technology
came to the fore during the pandemic as companies delivered campaign work, all
from screens in their own homes to customers in theirs. 2020 will be looked back
on as a year where UK advertising went through a period of unprecedented change
but maintained its export levels and developed a new, dynamic direction for the
decade ahead.
Now is the time for us to review how the next decade of growth will be secured by
our industry. There is much to reflect on and learn from the experiences of the past
two years, both in terms of the types of services we now offer and how the markets
we sell to have changed, as well as the possible emergence of new competitors to
the UK as a global hub for advertising and marketing services and the importance
of new markets opening through international trade deals.

We know it is vital the UK advertising industry presents the strongest brand possible
as a crown jewel of the UK’s creative industries and an important component of the
UK’s soft power when it comes to the tremendous reach of our creative work around
the world. As events like Cannes Lions return to in-person events, we will be there
to promote the UK’s capabilities to produce the very best work for international
customers looking to grow their businesses domestically and internationally.
Our UK Advertising Export Group (UKAEG) is at the sharp end of these efforts, and I
urge companies in our industry to explore the wide-ranging opportunities facilitated
through its trade missions, business tools and expertise. The UK advertising market
has seen one of the fastest recoveries of any sector and the largest ad trade recovery
of any international market.
Our latest AA/WARC figures point to 2022 as a record year with a total ad spend of
£32bn expected — a sum higher than anticipated before the impact of COVID-19.
We anticipate global ad spend will follow a similar resurgence and boom as
economies unlock around the world and the demand for advertising and
marketing services grow from companies seeking to rebuild and capitalise
on new-found confidence.
We are grateful as always to our colleagues at the Department for International Trade,
and to Exports Minister Mike Freer MP, for their support throughout the period of the
pandemic and are hugely excited about achieving our shared ambitions for the future.
Thank you to everyone in the UK advertising industry who have contributed to our
fourth annual Export Report, and we look forward to working with you all together to
build the next decade of growth.

Our plan for the year ahead is to conduct a deep dive into the trends emerging from
this period and to develop, in partnership with our colleagues at the Department for
International Trade, a strategy for the next decade of growth. We are determined to
support the UK Government’s goal of achieving a trillion pounds of exports and we
can do this by supporting as many companies as possible in our industry to achieve
their export potential.
As we consider this strategy, we will also account for the global headwinds brought
about by the pandemic, those of inflation, of supply chain issues, of the shift to
digital and the changing way of doing business, as well as the strength of our
relationships with customers, existing and new.
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MADE IN THE UK,
SOLD TO THE WORLD
MIKE FREER MP
Minister for Exports
The advertising industry deserves recognition for its effort and hard work to
maintain £11.7bn export revenue in 2020, a tremendous performance during
such a challenging period. As Minister for Exports, I am pleased to see the UK
has retained its position as second in the world, to the USA, for advertising
services exports, with the latest ONS figures showing a £5bn trade surplus
remarkably produced during a year of COVID-19 lockdowns around the world.
Advertising is an important engine of growth here in the UK and powering
economies globally. The Department for International Trade (DIT) takes pride
in its partnership with the UK Advertising Export Group (UKAEG), and its work
in supporting the GREAT campaign, the UK’s leading international brand
marketing campaign. The GREAT campaign showcases all four corners of our
nation to inspire the world and encourage people to visit, do business, invest,
and study in the UK.

Continued on the next page
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Our departure from the EU has given us an opportunity to forge new
alliances and strengthen our partnerships around the world. We have agreed
trade deals with 70 countries plus the EU. This includes landmark deals
with close partners including Australia and Japan. We have also launched
negotiations on a trade deal with India — opening a market of 1.4 billion
people. Complemented by advertising’s virtual trade missions via UK House,
this fresh global outlook provides advertising businesses with impetus to
look to new markets for growth in the creative arena.
We have also launched our ambitious Export Strategy to support UK
businesses exporting globally. Our 12-point Export Strategy, ‘Made in the
UK, Sold to the World’ provides businesses with the tools they need to
become a nation of exporters and reap the benefits of our free trade deals.
The advertising industry has been highly engaged with the DIT teams
based globally through its UK House programme as well as in developing
UKAEG’s own search and selection tool for international clients. These are
a great platform to promote advertising’s ability to drive export sales and
DIT will continue to provide sector and market specific support to innovative
companies to help them grow internationally. The ‘Race to £1 trillion’ worth
of exports per year by the end of this decade means more jobs, more
opportunities, and higher wages, helping to level up the UK and build
back better.
We know that the perception across the world is that anything made or
created in the UK has enormous value. As the first country to emerge from
the coronavirus pandemic, UK companies can approach doing business
abroad with confidence. The sentiments expressed by UKAEG members in
this Export Report reflect the optimism we have in building relationships with
growing markets.
Now more than ever it is essential to remember why international clients
are drawn to the UK’s great advertising industry. You are the home to many
of the world’s leading storytellers with a unique culture of delivering proven
business results through creative effectiveness. The value of UK creativity is
world-renowned and advertising’s place within the sector is a great spur to
its success.
My department looks forward to working with you on our ambitious export
strategy and driving a second decade of growth for UK advertising exports.
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TOP 10 KEY FINDINGS ABOUT
UK ADVERTISING EXPORTS
01

07

Exports of UK advertising and market
research services were worth £11.7bn
annually in 2020.

The promotional work of the
UK Advertising Export Group has
created more than half a million
contact opportunities with potential
customers from 40 countries since
the first lockdown.

02
The UK exports £5bn more in
advertising services than it imports,
bringing a healthy trade surplus.

08

Advertising and market research
services contributed around 10% of the
UK’s professional business services 2020
total of £116bn.

UK Advertising Export Group members
felt broadly positive about prospects
for UK advertising exports and the UK’s
position as a global hub for advertising
and marketing services, according to
sentiment analysis.

04

09

03

UK advertising exports rank in third
place, behind insurance and pension
services (£20.7bn) and computer
services (£12.9bn) compared to other
key service sectors.

05
The US is the largest recipient of
UK exports, receiving £1.2bn worth
of advertising and market research
services.

The Department for International Trade
and UK advertising will be partnering
on major promotional activities at
international industry events this year
including SXSW, Cannes Lions and
Shanghai International Advertising
Festival to drive exports.

10
UKAEG’s trade missions in 2021
generated £21m worth of new
business for its members.

06
The UK is second in the world for
advertising services exports ($13.6bn)
with the US leading at nearly $22bn
– with a significant gap between its
nearest place competitor – Germany
coming in third at $11.8bn.
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THE DATA
ONS Annual survey of international trade in services
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ASSESSING OUR
INDUSTRY’S EXPORT
DATA FOR 2020
KONRAD SHEK
Director of Policy Research, Credos
The latest release of data from the Office for National Statistics’ (ONS)
UK Trade in Services survey attributed an annual figure of £11.7 billion to
advertising and market research services exports for the year ending 31
December 2020.
This figure represents a 0.3% growth year-on-year from the pre-pandemic
conditions of 2019, and it is remarkable the export value has remained stable
during the first year of the pandemic, given the many challenges faced by
exporters in the UK advertising industry. Net exports have also remained
steady, bringing the UK a healthy £5 billion balance of payments surplus.

Continued on the next page
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Value of UK advertising & market research exports
One possible explanation for why exports have managed to hold steady,
despite the challenging economic circumstances in 2020, is the worldwide
major shift to online retail. It is likely that strong consumption signals via
this channel led to an increased demand for advertising. According to
eMarketer1, worldwide retail ecommerce sales, as a share of total retail sales,
jumped from 13.8% in 2019 to 17.8% in 2020. Online retail is forecasted
to reach nearly a quarter of all retail sales by 2025 and is likely to grow in
significance for the foreseeable future.

Advertising & Market Research Balance
of Payments

Figure 1. Value of UK Advertising & Marketing Research Exports on annual basis and net export/imports.
Note that the data has been revised hence the 2019 figures are slightly higher compared to last year’s
report. Source: ONS UK trade in services: service type by partner country, non-seasonally adjusted
(Released: 27 January 2022)2

1
2
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Quarterly Analysis of UK Advertising
& Market Research Exports

Figure 2. Quarterly Analysis of Advertising and Market Research exports. Source: ONS UK trade in services:
service type by partner country, non-seasonally adjusted (Released: 27 January 2022)

Analysis of the quarterly data in Figure 2 shows the effects of the pandemic
in more detail. Q1 had started strongly, suggesting that 2020, in the absence
of the pandemic shock, could have well been a record topping year. But the
drop from 2020 Q1 to Q2 was significant, registering a 13% decrease.
This period, of course, coincided with lockdowns, not only in the UK but in
other countries too. The rebound from Q3 to Q4 was equally dramatic, with
a 37% quarter-on-quarter increase which contributed to an overall recovery
of the export figures for that year.
The effect of resuming advertising production in May 2020 (after many
projects had been put on hold) and strong forecasts for Christmas sales
probably also contributed to the significant export growth experienced
during the final quarter of 2020.
There is some early data available for 2021 but it seems that the export
recovery has been short-lived. As we can see in Figure 1, the provisional
figures for Q1-3 are lower compared to the same period in 2020.
The first quarter of 2021 coincided with the UK’s third national lockdown and
new lockdowns in other countries. Additionally, there has been a build-up
of significant global economic headwinds. For example, 31 December 2020
marked the end of the Brexit transition period and the UK finally exited the
EU Single Market and Customs Union.

Export Value in Real Terms

Since the beginning of 2021 the UK has been trading on terms agreed in the
EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement, but this has appeared to have
increased trading frictions and has therefore potentially led to an erosion of
UK competitiveness with EU Member States. Moreover, 2021 was the year
that global supply chain disruptions became more acute, labour markets
began to tighten, and inflationary pressures began to take grip.
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Export Value in Real Terms
Given the inflationary pressures experienced over the last 18 months, we
thought it would be worth examining its effect on export value growth.
We re-analysed the data, stripping out inflation using a GDP deflator (GDP
deflator can be viewed as a measure of general inflation in the domestic
economy) to determine export growth in real terms (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Comparison of Export Value in Current and Real terms.
Source: ONS UK trade in services: service type by partner country, non-seasonally adjusted
(Released: 27 January 2022)
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As a result, we can see that the 2020 export figure is 5% lower in real terms yearon-year. In other words, increased prices as opposed to increased volume played a
factor in keeping the overall annual export figure stable compared to 2019.

Export Value
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Table 1. GDP deflator series rebasing the reference year to 2016.
Source: Credos calculations based on HM Treasury GDP deflators at market prices, and money GDP December
2021 (Quarterly National Accounts)3

£7,234M

Inflation and labour shortages will be key factors to watch out for in 2021 and 2022.
Global growth is expected to moderate in 20224 and central banks are responding
to inflation concerns with tightening of monetary policy. Runaway inflation may
force central banks to act more aggressively in the near term with interest rate
hikes. Additionally, from a UK perspective, Brexit continues to pose additional
challenges for UK businesses exporting to the EU. According to the Public Accounts
Committee5, Brexit has brought about increased costs, paperwork, and border
delays for UK businesses.
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https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/127/public-accounts-committee/news/160856/clear-increase-in-costs-paperwork-and-border-delays-for-uk-business-since-brexit-not-helped-by-repeated-delays-to-new-import-regime/
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How does advertising compare
to other industries?
Figure 4 below compares the 2020 exports of advertising and market
research services against other key industries. Advertising and market
research ranks third in this grouping, behind insurance and pension and
computer services.

Comparison with other Service Sectors (2020)
Figure 4. Advertising & Market research compared to other key service sectors.
Source: ONS UK trade in services: service type by partner country, non-seasonally adjusted (Released:
27 January 2022) and UK Balance of Payments, The Pink Book: 2021 Chapter 3 – Trade in Services6.
Note that Pink Book data is lagged and hence 2020 export figures are provisional as they are subject
to annual benchmarking. Advertising and market research uses the latest figure from the UK trade in
services dataset.

6

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/nationalaccounts/balanceofpayments/datasets/3tradeinservicesthepinkbook2016
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Other Business Services Sector Comparison
Looking at the broader category of Other Business Services7 (Figure 5), under which
professional business services is a subcategory, the UK exported in total around £116
billion. This means advertising and market research services contributed around 10%. As
we can see, the share of advertising and market research exports has grown slightly over
the years but has remained largely stable as a proportion to total Other Business Services.

Figure 5. Advertising & Market research compared to other business service sectors.
Source: ONS UK trade in services: service type by partner country, non-seasonally adjusted.
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Comparing Advertising and Market Research Exports with other Creative Sectors

Figure 6. Advertising & Market research compared to other business service sectors.
Source: ONS UK trade in services: service type by partner country, non-seasonally
adjusted (Released: 27 January 2022) and UK Balance of Payments, The Pink Book:
2021 Chapter 3 – Trade in Services. Note that Pink Book data is lagged and hence 2020
export figures are provisional as they are subject to annual benchmarking. Advertising
and market research uses the latest figure from the UK trade in services dataset.
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Advertising and market research services also fare well against other creative sectors. Whilst
the ONS data does not give a detailed breakdown under the UK Balance of Payments, also
known as the “Pink Book”, we can however see the general trend for other creative exports.
Figure 6 shows the advertising and market research trend line against “other personal,
cultural and recreational services” and “other audio-visual and related services”.
Both appear to have experienced significant decreases during 2020 with the former
falling 37% year-on-year and the latter falling 45% year-on-year.
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Global Distribution of UK Advertising
and Market Research Exports
Figure 7. Geographic spread of advertising & market research exports. Source: ONS UK trade in services:
service type by partner country, non-seasonally adjusted (Released: 27 January 2022)

In Figure 7 we can see the distribution of UK exports across the world.
It comes of no surprise that the EU and US are the UK’s two main export
destinations. Our geography is an advantage, and it certainly helps the
UK to position itself as a key transatlantic business partner and
international hub.
At an individual country level, the US is by far the largest recipient of UK
exports, whom we exported £1.2 billion worth of advertising and market
research services to in 2020. This is followed by Spain and then Germany.
It is worth noting that Asia and the Middle East continue to grow in
significance, but they are still behind their US and European counterparts
by some margin.
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In Figure 8 we can see how the UK’s top ten export destinations have changed over
time. The countries in the top ten list have remained largely static albeit they have
shifted positions within that list over recent years. Interestingly, we can see that the
share of exports to the US, Germany, France, Netherlands, and Switzerland declined
in 2020. In contrast, the value of exports to Spain, Sweden and Denmark have
increased, absorbing some of the slack. What this does highlight is the importance of
market diversification. However, it does take time to build new markets.

Figure 8. The UK’s top ten export destinations (left) and how the top ten export destinations have
trended since 2016 (right). Source: ONS UK trade in services: service type by partner country,
non-seasonally adjusted (Released: 27 January 2022). Note “Other Europe” includes - Andorra,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Faroe Islands, Guernsey, Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Jersey, Moldova, North
Macedonia, San Marino, Vatican City.
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The UK’s International Competitiveness
For this year’s report, we examined country-level advertising and market
research services export data held in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) database to track and compare export
competitiveness among a select number of countries.

Figure 9. An international comparison of the UK’s advertising and market research export competitiveness.
Source: OECD.Stat database (OECD 2022). Based on EBOPS 2010 classification for international trade in services.

From Figure 9, we can see clearly that the US leads with its exports nearly
reaching USD 22 billion, but the UK is a clear second at nearly USD 13.6
billion with a significant gap between its nearest place competitor –
Germany at USD 11.8 billion.

However, what we can observe from Figure 9 is that the UK’s export value
growth from 2018 to 2019 is flat, but the Netherlands has increased
significantly over that same period. We can only speculate for the time
being as to the causes of why the Netherlands experienced such a strong
export growth in 2019. It may be due to one or a combination of the
following reasons: Dutch companies winning more business at the expense
of UK ones; or it could be that UK companies have been establishing local
subsidiaries in the Netherlands so that they could continue to benefit from
Single Market rules.
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Understanding our industry’s future export ambitions

We polled UK Advertising Export Group (UKAEG)
members about their views on export prospects as
part of our annual exercise to systematically identify
topics of interest for the coming year.
Using the individual responses we conducted
analysis (Figure 12) to highlight frequently used
words as a proxy measure for priorities.
This analysis revealed an interesting shift in
emphasis, for example, “Brexit” ranked third
highest in last year’s survey but this year it has
slipped down to 14th on the rankings. This seems
to indicate that Brexit is no longer as high as it used
to be among respondent priorities and perhaps has
been “priced” into business plans.
“Pandemic” has risen to 7th compared to 21st
in last year’s list. Bearing in mind that last year’s
survey took place in February 2021, there was
great expectation that vaccinations would create
a roadmap out of the global pandemic. With
the emergence of the Omicron variant and the
imposition of partial lockdowns in many countries at
the end of 2021, it is understandable that concerns
about the pandemic have not fully dissipated.
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Figure 12. A frequency distribution of keywords found in this year’s
survey responses. Source: Credos and UKAEG.

We also observed that the word “positive” has
risen 6th place compared to 33rd on the 2021 list.
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The word cloud (Figure 13) highlights those keywords in a more illustrative way.
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REFLECTIONS
The advertising industry has been a consistent strong exporter for over
a decade, contributing positively to the UK’s trade in services balance of
payments surplus. Posting an £11.7 billion export figure is remarkable given
the challenging 2020 macroeconomic environment such as the COVID-19
pandemic, adjusting to the new trading arrangement with the EU and
inflationary pressures.
We think it is possible that the next annual export figures for 2021 may
record an actual decrease. Although subject to revision, 2021 Q1-Q3 data is
trending lower than the same period in 2020.
Looking forward to 2022, UKAEG member survey suggests that there
may be better days ahead. We have detected cautious optimism towards
future export prospects and opportunities, and what is evident is that
UKAEG members retain strong belief in the UK’s status as an international
advertising hub.
However, global macroeconomic headwinds persist. Inflation concerns have
already led to central banks to start hiking interest rates. Further tightening
of monetary policy is expected with future interest increases planned as well
as the unwinding of the quantitative easing programme. Supply constraints
and tight labour markets do not appear to be easing up any time soon,
and at the time of writing, the dreadful events in Ukraine are causing huge
economic uncertainty and it is difficult to quantify the likely impact across
Europe and further internationally.

Below, we set out some key areas for our export strategy that are of vital interest and
for further consideration as we develop our strategy for securing the next decade of
growth:
Regulatory stability. Whilst administration and bureaucracy can add unnecessary
costs to business, too many domestic regulatory changes can create business
uncertainty. This will suck up valuable bandwidth and reduce risk appetite.
Champion free trade and the free flow of data. The UK has been embarking on a
programme of negotiating free trade agreements which we actively encourage. We
hope to see the UK make further progress with market liberalisation with our priority
markets such as China, India, and the Middle East.
Flexible immigration system. We need a flexible immigration system that can help
relieve tight labour markets and the skills shortage.
Further funding for trade missions and tradeshow representation. As global travel
restrictions are lifted it is important that the UK Government help companies to fly the
flag aboard and show that the UK is open for business.
Ensure that Export Finance remains accessible. During times of uncertainty and
higher risk it is important that facilities such as export finance are readily accessible
and that export insurance premiums remain affordable as exporters rely on these tools
to mitigate risk.

Whilst 2021 has seen a strong rebound in terms of the global economy, the
World Bank and IMF estimates that global growth will moderate in 2022.
Government policies will be critical in supporting the industry. In 2021,
the UK was successful in obtaining a data adequacy decision from the EU,
ensuring the free flow of data from the EU to the UK. Given the importance
of data to the digital economy and to digital advertising this was a
strong win.
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SECURING THE NEXT
DECADE OF GROWTH
JANET HULL
IPA Director of Marketing Strategy and Chair of the UK
Advertising Export Group
This year, UK advertising will be undertaking a review of our export strategy for
the decade ahead, assessing the impact of the lockdown, the UK’s withdrawal
from the European Union and the development of new international trade
opportunities.
This will inform the work our industry undertakes, together with Government, to
build on its previous decade of growth and ensure the UK maintains its position
as a world-leading hub for high quality advertising and marketing services.
Themes we will be exploring include:
1.

NEW ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

•

What will the shape of global ad spend look like by 2030 and how will the
UK best service it to maintain and develop its position as a global hub?

•

How does the shift in ad spend towards owned, earned and paid for digital
channels affect the future products, services and skills to be supplied by UK
advertising to international customers, brands and businesses?

•

How can we promote growth and innovation opportunities for UK
advertising in supporting ecommerce and social commerce, and
diversifying into games, esports and the metaverse?

Continued on the next page
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2.

NEW EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES

•

What new trade partnerships and collaborations can we negotiate to
ensure we remain the leading hub of choice for international customers,
brands and businesses?

•

How can we encourage more UK advertising and marketing services
companies to build their export capabilities?

•

How can UK advertising contribute case examples to the Government’s
Made in the UK campaign and GREAT campaign internationally?

3.

NEW CROSS-INDUSTRY OPPORTUNITIES

•

How can UK advertising and marketing services work with Government
to help SMEs in the wider economy and around the UK (e.g. food and
drink, luxury, tech etc.) to grow their exports?

•

How can UK advertising collaborate with CIC CreaTech and fellow
creative sectors, such as film, TV, music, and games to promote the
strength of our collective capabilities on the world stage?

•

How can UK advertising support Government promotion of world-class
professional services to international businesses, positioning advertising
and creative services alongside the likes of legal, HR and financial
services that are all critical to business success?
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THE UK REMAINS THE
FIRST CHOICE FOR
THE BEST AGENCIES
MARTIN JONES

Managing Partner, AAR
If 2020 was somewhat subdued in terms of brand owners making
appointments of creative agencies (on both a national and international/
global basis), then 2021 witnessed a major uplift with the overall number of
appointments up 48% year on year.
The reasons behind many brand owners returning to the market to source
agencies were manifold, but principally could be put down to two factors.
First, a pent-up frustration following lengthy lockdowns and second, a
plethora of new businesses who were either in Start Up or Scale Up mode
who were seeking to make their first significant agency appointments.
Whilst many of these new advertisers were based in the UK, and initially only
interested in targeting local consumers, the health of the creative marketplace
was further enhanced by brand owners from beyond these shores.

Continued on the next page
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In 2021, as in previous years, global and international pitches that involved UK based
agencies fell into two distinct categories. First, brand owners based in the UK with
international/global requirements. This market was understandably dominated by UK
agencies with very few non-UK agencies being invited to participate, although Dutch
based agencies were often able to position themselves as offering an internationally
“neutral” perspective.
The second group comprised CMOs who were not based in the UK but were keen to
use it to source their potential agency partners, viewing the country as still THE place
to find the best agencies. These briefs were a mixture of those aimed at international
and global audiences, and those predominantly aiming at the UK consumer.
In 2021, those looking to appeal to a global audience were often in the tourism sector
(e.g. Denmark, Dubai, Qatar, Singapore) or entertainment/sports businesses such as
Formula E and TikTok.
Trying to encourage CMOs and brand owners to ignore their own local agencies and
come to the UK to make appointments when they have their own quality “domestic”
agency options is always going to be an uphill task. However, in 2021, in addition to
those countries that were historically happy to source their agencies from the UK (e.g.
Middle East, Scandinavia etc.) we also started to see Chinese based businesses with
significant brands such as DiDi, Dianhun Entertainment Huawei making the positive
decision to seek expertise from the British Isles.
As we begin to return to some sort of normality, the hope and expectation is that
the UK will continue to benefit from both its historical and recent reputation as a
creative powerhouse that is (at least) worth considering. Undoubtedly, technology has
enhanced the likelihood of non-UK based CMOs viewing the UK as a genuine option
for their creative resource as the practicalities of the Zoom culture will continue to be
second nature to them and their Procurement teams.
Martin Jones is Managing Partner at AAR, a consultancy that helps brand owners
design and optimise their marketing ecosystems.
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AN UPDATE FROM
OUR UK ADVERTISING
EXPORT GROUP
AISLING CONLON
International Trade Director, Advertising Association
The UK Advertising Export Group (UKAEG) is a cohort of over 40 of the best
advertising and marketing services from across the industry. This includes
AdTech, creative, production and post-production companies, research, data
companies and talent scouts. Together, they set out to boost the reputation
of UK advertising on the global stage and accelerate its growth in export
performance. The group adapted to a new virtual way of working during the
pandemic, delivering strong value to members in unprecedented circumstances
and growing membership despite the pressures that came with it.
UKAEG also continued its marketing campaign, ‘Made Global’, in 2021, which
was produced by The Mill with strategy by adam&eveDDB. The two-minute film
featured work from UK based companies for global brands, underlining how
the country remained open for business during the coronavirus crisis. It also
celebrated the UK’s rich history and strong global reputation for creativity.

Continued on the next page
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Additionally, UKAEG introduced some exciting new outputs, including a
new Going Global Masterclass – an event to encourage businesses from
right across the UK to go global and learn from some of UK advertising’s
biggest exporters, and the Export Accelerator – a new online tool for
UKAEG members.
The Export Accelerator was built to help companies develop their exports
strategy, providing information on key markets around the world including
lists of awards and funding, tax incentives, and filming permits. It includes
webinars, resources, and white papers developed with industry experts, all
geared to help companies strengthen their export strategies.
Looking ahead to the coming year, UKAEG will be curating content at key
events such as SXSW, SHIAF and Cannes Lions International Festival of
Creativity. It will build on work with key markets such as the US, Europe and
China and expand into new markets such as India, Middle East & North
Africa, where there is a growing demand for work from UK advertising.
At the same time, the group will be encouraging more companies to build
their export revenues through collaboration and in joining the industrywide promotional plans, in partnership with the UK Government. UKAEG
will also host a new ‘Best of UK’ agency finder for international clients and
DIT representatives.
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__THE WORK OF THE UK ADVERTISING_
EXPORT GROUP__IN NUMBERS___
GLOBAL EVENTS_

UK House partnered with three global events, SXSW,
Cannes Lions and Shanghai International Advertising
Festival (SHIAF) to host showcasing presentations and
networking events. Partnering with the global events
provides a global stamp of quality for our programme.

500,000+ _

Over 500,450 views both live and recorded of our
virtual presentations (2021).

£21M_

Over £21 million of new business was won
by members attending our events and virtual
trade missions.

Hosted face-to-face networking event with 20+
emerging Chinese brands & 8 UKAEG members
with offices in Shanghai.

UKAEG provided showcasing presentation
slots to 60+ companies in 2021.

£8,200_

43%

43% of international delegates joined to meet
and hear from UK peers.

Average value for UKAEG member
companies - £8,200 return for each company
over 12 months in 2021.

40+

SXSW 2022_

Delegates from over 40 countries attended our
virtual events to meet with UKAEG members.

F2F NETWORKING_

60+ UK COMPANIES_

Hosted an in person trade mission to SXSW
2022 featuring 20+ companies showcasing
on stage and at roundtables.

14% ATTEND_

To find out how we can support their business
growth (UK companies)

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKING_

Hosted 10+ international networking events virtually
with Brazil, China, Nigeria, Bangladesh, and UAE at UK
House as part of #TradeTuesday.
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CASE STUDIES
The following are a selection of international case studies by
members of the UK Advertising, Made Global working group.
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FULL FORCE ZERO SUGAR
Client
The Coca-Cola Company
Coca cola Zero Sugar X Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
Markets
Europe, Asia, South America
About the campaign
In 2019, Coca-Cola Zero Sugar partnered with Disney/Lucasfilm around the cinema
release of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker to deliver a successful promotion across
Western Europe, Central Eastern Europe, Asia and South America, which Brand
Culture helped activate as lead agency. Our role involved shopper creative and
design, campaign management and stakeholder coordination. We acted as the key
point of contact for Coca-Cola’s brand, shopper, digital, experiential and cinema
teams, Coke’s ATL and Digital agencies, and oversaw all campaign development and
artwork approvals with Disney’s promotions team.
Challenge
Following a successful partnership with Disney/Lucasfilm’s Star Wars: The Last Jedi
in 2017 in which 11 markets participated, Coca-Cola Zero Sugar wanted to go even
bigger and better in 2019, encouraging even more markets to participate in their
partnership with Disney/Lucasfilm’s Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, the final film in
the saga.

Strategy
Given the brands involved, their level of ambition and the sheer number of
stakeholders, implementing a connected plan with a truly collaborative approach
would be critical to maximising success. The campaign aimed to leverage the
consumer passion point of film to drive relevance and engagement with Coke Zero’s
young adult audience (18-29 y.o.’s) with a focus on winning the in-cinema consumption
occasion and increasing sales. Central to the Full Force Zero Sugar concept was
bringing to life the final epic battle between the light and dark side in two ways.
Firstly, by showcasing the film’s iconic characters through impactful photographic
and illustrative routes. And secondly, by embracing the theme of light and dark with
unique activations ideas. This hugely complex, 360-degree campaign was ultimately
picked up by 49 markets, taking in 10 channels over 194 million exclusive collectible
cans and a first-of-its-kind, multi-market ODEON activation.

Results
Results for key markets show the campaign has not only driven improved
customer sell-in, significant in-cinema volume and record value share
but has also been held up by Coca-Cola as lighting the way for future
integrated campaigns.
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CHROME PRODUCTIONS USES VIRTUAL PRODUCTION
TO LAUNCH FORD’S REVOLUTIONARY ALL-ELECTRIC
F-150 LIGHTNING – WITHOUT SPILLING THE BEANS
Client
Ford Motor Company
Market
North America
Services
Creative development, Production and Post-Production
About the campaign
Chrome Productions has a long history with the Ford Motor Company –
having had the opportunity to work across F-150 Raptor, Mustang Mach-E,
Ford Performance, and corporate identity project. But the call to be a part
of one of the most revolutionary automotive reveals in the last century –
the all-electric F-150 Lightning – was a special one. Using state of the art
virtual production techniques, Chrome Productions was able to design a
production approach that not only met business needs, but also allowed for
maximum creative flexibility and impact.

Strategy
To capture a full complement of capability and beauty footage across a variety of
the F-150 Lightning’s core competencies – construction, recreation, family – would
traditionally have captured multiple environments, unit moves and thus risks of public
exposure. Chrome’s answer was to instead bring the iconic brand forward to the
vanguard of technology production with a studio-based virtual production conducted
as a global collaboration between industry-leaders Chrome Productions and The
Mill. To preserve the confidentiality of this high-profile release – while still providing
high-quality, photo-real video & still assets – Chrome Productions used the latest in
LED screen virtual production technology to allow Ford to shoot in multiple virtual
locations, all on one controlled set. By utilising cutting-edge production technology
fused with conventional commercial storytelling we were able to offer a solution to
Ford that achieved it all and on an incredibly ambitious timeframe.

Challenge
In 2021, The Ford Motor Company publicly revealed the Ford F-150
Lightning: a highly anticipated, revolutionary, and all-electric F-Series truck.
For this top-secret reveal, Ford needed to capture of real-life capability and
beauty footage but was only willing to entertain a production approach that
had zero-risk public leaks – and quickly.
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DRIVING LEAD GENERATION FOR REGUS THROUGH
SMART REMARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Client
Regus
Markets
Europe and UK
Services
Programmatic, Data Science, Google Analytics 360

Strategy
Croud’s programmatic team proposed to create a display ad strategy which used data
to tailor creative assets for remarketing audiences.

About the campaign
2021 marked six years of Croud’s partnership with IWG, whose brands
include Regus, Spaces and Rovva. From starting out managing a handful
of PPC accounts, Croud now runs global digital strategy and media
management for many of IWG’s brands in over 100 markets.
Challenge
Impacted by the pandemic, focus was placed on the Regus brand of
serviced offices. Regus’ vast global scale meant that Croud needed to
deliver personalised creatives at scale. Croud’s programmatic team set out
to develop a campaign to remarket to Regus’ most relevant audiences to
ultimately drive lead generation.

We laid the foundations by setting a cost-per-lead (CPL) target, and with the help
of Croud’s data science team, aimed to leverage dynamic creative optimisation by
creating a custom product feed to serve location-specific images to relevant users
only. Croud’s programmatic team created a fully adaptable display ad that was custom
designed with on-brand elements that stayed hyper-relevant to its audience.
The programmatic team’s use of custom audiences built in GA360 enabled us to track
which audiences were engaging the most with the ads and therefore most likely to
convert, allowing ongoing optimisations and easy scaling of the campaign across
multiple locations.

Results
The results were staggering:
-74% reduction in CPL
+55% increase in leads
Launched in additional 14 markets
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CROWD RUNS HYBRID DIGITAL AND IN-PERSON EVENT
FOR GLOBAL SOLAR POWER BRAND
Client
Trina Solar Europe— Adele Zhao
Market
North America
Services
Organic and paid social media management, Website design & build,
Event activation
Challenge
Crowd was tasked with raising awareness of the ‘Intersolar Trade Show’ in
Munich across the Solar Industry by delivering content on multiple social
media platforms and host discussions with industry leaders and experts
about:

We proposed a digital campaign that would combine high-value video content and
strategic messaging to be released on a new microsite, Trina Solar Live, during the
days of the trade show. The microsite would function as the digital booth for Trina
Solar Live at Intersolar, Munich, where those who register can access content as well
as speak one-to-one with the Trina Solar sales team. We also would run strategic social
media posts on key channels like LinkedIn to build traffic towards the site and lead to
data-capturing through registrations. The attendance of CEOs and Heads of European
brands enabled Trina Solar to reach new online audiences across all Europe.

• The latest and most revolutionary products and innovations
• Live Q&A sessions and interview with Trina Solar’s team and partners
Crowd was also asked to build a brand-new website.

90K+ impressions on social media

Strategy
Considering Trina Solar’s relevant impact in its sector, Crowd was aware of
the possible impact of this campaign. Attending the Intersolar Trade Show in
Munich, we successfully amplified Trina’s presence using pre- and post-event
tactics and a digital marketing strategy.
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The Trina Solar Live platform, which now hosts content featuring 15+ top solar
energy brands in Europe and globally, also positions our client as the leader in
the field
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DEVELOPING DISCOVERY+ FOR CONNECTED TV
Client
Discovery+
Market
North America
Services
OTT App Development, Video Player Development,
Quality Assurance Testing
Challenge
We had to build a highly performant application for multiple platforms,
the first of its kind for Discovery, integrating with various OTT-related
backend systems to help deliver Discovery’s impressive media library
(featuring more than 55,000 episodes of television) direct to their
consumers (20 million as of November 2021).
Strategy
Our team worked with Discovery to develop a feature-rich, web-based TV
application launched across Connected TV and Xbox gaming consoles.
Developing an optimised Javascript application that integrates with the
native functionality of the vendor platforms, we were able to create a highperformance application to provide discovery+ customers with a premium
quality OTT experience to rival other top global streaming services.

The discovery+ application is the largest TV application – both in terms of audience
and amount of content – that FX Digital has helped develop. We helped to ensure the
app provides a seamless and high-quality user experience for discovery+ customers,
as well as delivering the functionality required by the Discovery team, including DRM,
ad insertion and video player development.
The FX Digital Quality Assurance team worked with the team at Discovery to provide
rigorous quality assurance testing to optimise functionality and provide the best
possible experience for discovery+ customers.

Results
• 20 million subscribers
• Multiple platforms
• 5 months build time
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DG HAPPY HOLIDAY CAMPAIGN
Client
Dolce & Gabbana
Market
Europe
Services
Production, 3D Mapping, Stop Motion
About the campaign
In marrying two distinct and different techniques in stop motion and 3D
mapping, Happy Finish was able to produce a visually stunning film that
showcases the pure luxury of Dolce&Gabbana, its products, and its heritage.
In an ongoing partnership 2022 marks the second year that D&G have
trusted us to deliver their Christmas campaign.

Strategy
The previous campaign had time constraints meaning Happy Finish were only able to
shoot the puppets interacting with the products in front of a green screen. This year
the Happy Finish team was able to showcase its full capabilities by using a mixed
production process, pairing traditional stop motion techniques with innovative virtual
production approaches such as using 3D, traditional mapping, and CGI technology.

Challenge
For this execution the challenge was that characters of Domenico and
Stefano had to jump, dance and above all, sing. Bringing this vision to
life meant modelling a face for each phoneme, printing everything in
3D, decorating it all by hand, conceiving a mechanism to replace the
expressions, frame by frame, implementing the mannequin with a solid
but flexible custom rig, and revising the clothes so that they too allowed
adequate mobility.
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Results
The result was a beautiful multi-platform campaign and an ongoing
partnership with D&G
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GUINNESS BRIGHT HOUSE
Client
Guinness Africa
Market
Africa
Services
Brand strategy, content, and experiential activation
Challenge
Business problem - Guinness Africa was seen as lacking meaning and
emotional connection, with its brand and liquid, for its key target audience
18-34s.
Strategy
The brand had developed a new brand campaign platform, Black Shines
Brightest. This is about inspiring people to take on the opportunities in front
of them with shared optimism, creativity, and self-confidence.
How do we turn the rallying cry for Guinness Africa into tangible, meaningful
actions, so people can live and believe in Black Shines Brightest, and not
see it as just another campaign, whilst also enticing them to reappraise our
beer?

Results
• 5000+ people and 850+ creative influencers in attendance
of events
• Reached over 26.7 million with over 113 million impressions through
digital platforms, including Bright House livestream events
• Increased brand equity, volume, and value sales reinforcing
Guinness #1 position with an equity YOY growth of +0.3% in Kenya –
demonstrating the strongest equity for the brand by far at 18.3%

Young Africans, proud and confident, don’t want to just witness culture that’s
inspired by looking West, they want to look to each other and get involved
in creating it for themselves. Opportunity - Provide a platform for local talent
to illuminate the continent with their unique creativity and self-expression.
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MANDARIN ORIENTAL – FAN CAMPAIGN
Client
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
Markets
Asia, Europe & North America
Services
Advertising, creative direction, research and brand consultancy,
multi-media marketing strategy
Challenge
To transform a small Asian group of 7 hotels into a global luxury brand
leader with a global media spend of only $5 million.

Results

Strategy
The ‘Fan’ campaign for Mandarin Oriental broke the mould of luxury hotel
advertising. Rather than focusing on the product, it developed a strategy
based on the rich and the famous, who could afford to stay anywhere, chose
Mandarin Oriental.

‘I’m a fan’ campaign has achieved the highest ad recall ever recorded by
Ipsos Mori

This naturally led to an endorsement campaign, and whilst using celebrities
is not new, the challenge with most celebrity campaigns is that people
remember the person not the brand. The creative leap for this campaign was
to link the headline “I’m a fan” with the brand’s fan logo.

Over $24 million in earnt PR coverage

Since the campaign’s launch, Mandarin Oriental has experienced over 700%
growth and is now considered to be one of the world’s leading luxury brands

The other unique aspect of the campaign was LONDON Advertising’s
demand for authenticity, so only people who are genuine fans of the brand
are featured. The Agency has been able to secure 100 of the world’s most
renowned individuals to appear in the campaign without paying any of them
to take part. We even reunited the Beatles to take part in the campaign.
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MOXY – WHERE BRAVE STARTS
Client
Marriott International
Market
Asia
Services
Launch Event, Art Exhibition, Douyin Campaign
About the campaign
Moxy is unknown in China. We activated an Offline to Online experience
among Chinese Gen Z – titled “Make Moxy Yours”. The first hotel to be
“crowdsource designed” by its target audience, on Douyin. First, an art
exhibition with 9 Shanghai emerging Gen-Z artists who helped to design the
hotel. The event had 407 media coverages, ad value 1.4m USD, PR value
4.4m USD. Douyin launched in parallel with UCG campaign. Our 9 artists
inspired over 7,000 artists to create videos for Moxy = a total of 450m views.
The hotel occupancy increased by over 500% post campaign.
Challenge
Our challenge was multi-fold: create awareness, drive launch footfall, and
grow and sustain a prospective new clientele among young audience. Our
local insights team helped Marriott understand Chinese Gen-Z through
an ethnography study in Shanghai capturing videos of them to build out
concentric circles and personas to underpin the creative.

Strategy
China’s Gen Z was our target audience because among this group are those who
are changing Chinese culture today and tomorrow. We felt that an approach that
collaborated with Shanghai’s underground culture-shaping creators would drive
awareness and mobilise the broader audience who identify with this group.
Cue, our creative strategy: Moxy – Where Brave Starts. Our aim was to stand
alongside those who follow their own path – to make Moxy a beacon that attracts
all who have been brave enough to pursue their own ambitions and to create a
community that celebrates and inspires a new generation of brave trendsetters.
By giving them a platform to be around kindred spirits who have dreams like theirs,
and a network who can offer support, we would propel new talent towards their vision
of success and appeal to a new type of hotel customer who chooses Moxy because it
embodies their own beliefs and culture.
Results
Video: Generated 450M video views
Impact: Hotel occupancy rose 500%
Reach: Hashtags generated 500M views
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ASAHI SUPER DRY – DISCOVER KARAKUCHI SHOPPER
MARKETING CAMPAIGN
Client
Asahi Super Dry – Discover Karakuchi Shopper Marketing Campaign
Market
Europe
Services
Shopper marketing, digital – production and social support,
packaging & promotional design
About the campaign
Asahi Super Dry is the world’s leading Japanese beer, but it is less well
known in Western Europe and was struggling from an Off Trade point of
view. Our brief was to build a shopper campaign to drive awareness, trial
and ultimately sales of Asahi Super Dry in the Off Trade across multiple
markets. Part of the story to tell was around the Japanese heritage of the
brand and its unique Karakuchi taste – represented via the brand symbol
– the kanji. In the planning stage of the project the pandemic broke out,
delaying the Olympics, but maintaining consumers’ desire to look beyond
their own shores and dream of the chance to travel and experience the
world again.

Strategy
The strategic approach for this activation had to pivot versus plan, because of the
outbreak of COVID-19. From the outset we had looked to benefit from the interest in
all things Japanese, based on the halo created by the Tokyo Olympics. As these were
postponed, our focus needed to shift too.
From our research, we saw contrary to the belief that trips abroad would lose appeal,
consumer sentiment was quite the opposite. Our target consumers wanted to have
the opportunity to look beyond the current situation. They needed the chance to
dream, and the escapism of foreign shores and a return to their previous adventurous
and experience-led lifestyles.
We therefore decided to remain positive when looking to the future, and to still give
shoppers the chance to Win Trips to Tokyo.

Challenge
Build awareness and purchase of a big beer brand with little
resonance in the region during a pandemic.

Results
Redemptions 66% above target
Overall Redemption of 9%
103% sales uplift on previous year
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FROM THE TOP – A SHORT DOCUMENTARY FILM FOR
THE OLYMPIC CHANNEL FEATURING THE VAMPS AND
CHARLOTTE WORTHINGTON  
Company
Bullitt Branded/Rocket Sports
Client
Olympic Channel  
Market
Worldwide Online

Services  
Film production, moving image production, production service, full production,
sustainable production, covid production, budgeting & preparation,
full production crew.

About the campaign
Bullitt Branded is a film and commercial production company.
Rocket Sports is a sports marketing agency.   
Olympic Channel is an OTT TV service by the IOC.   
Madam was approached by US production company, Bullitt, to service their
upcoming co-production with Elton John’s Rocket Sports for the Olympic
Channel. The longform piece features British Olympic Gold Medallist
Charlotte Worthington and British band, The Vamps meeting for the first
time and experiencing each other’s worlds. The two-day production included
one day at a live Vamps gig in Sheffield where we were shooting in the
crowd with a live fan base audience and behind the scenes with the band as
the gig was in full flow.    
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Challenge
Producing in a live music venue with audience and band performance whilst
creating content within a short time frame meant an agile and experienced crew.
The venue, Sheffield O2 Academy, is one of the largest and most prolific
in England.   
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THE ANDROID AVENUE AT THE MOBILE WORLD
CONGRESS IN BARCELONA IN 2019
Client
Google Android
Market
Europe

Strategy
In Android Avenue, visitors were encouraged to wander and explore, to get creative
and go shopping, to grab a bite to eat and take a welcome respite. And, as they did
so, to discover the power of Android or Google products along the way.

Services
Strategic Insight, Creative, Project & Event Services, Production
About the campaign
Android Avenue, our award-winning pop-up street, showcased how Android
drives innovation in mobile. By creating four zones of interconnected,
device-led, interactive installations, we demonstrated to visitors how
Android works in the real world, whether at work, home or on the move.
Our avenue had everything from an immersive art gallery and boutique
stores to a well-being pavilion and arcade. The stand, which was the length
of two football pitches allowed many of MWC’s 100,000 visitors to escape
the relentless noise and chaos, while interacting with what Android has to
offer. The experience was informative and insightful, easy to digest, playful
and intelligent.

Our avenue consisted of four quarters – Creative, Residential, Cultural and Uptown
– with 13 interactive and immersive experiences. These provided takes on familiar
locations (a coffee shop, a mobile-guided art gallery filled with augmented reality
and virtual art experiences, a boutique, a hotel) and transported guests to specific
situations in which an Android/Google product could benefit them.
For example, they were able to use Google’s Lens app to identify the brand of a dress
in a shop window, or Google’s Translate through camera function to decipher a menu.
We wanted to create a seamless immersive guest journey and reinforce the day-to-day
value of Google and Android products.

Challenge
How do you build a brand activation in just a day and a half, that’s the length
of two football pitches and weatherproof, so that up to 100,000 people can
visit, all designed to be removed in just six hours? Welcome to The Android
Avenue at the Mobile World Congress.

Results
74,000 unique visitors
1,600 hours product demos
92% “Android drives close innovation”
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BRINGING THE CREATIVITY AND RELEVANCE OF BED
HEAD TO EUROPEAN CONSUMERS IN A HUGELY
ENGAGING RELAUNCH.
Client
Bed Head - Unilever
Market
Europe
Services
Audience research and identification; cross-channel marketing strategy;
creative & communications team briefing; media, influencer, and celebrity
ambassador planning; marketing measurement & analysis.
About the campaign
Cream were appointed to revitalise a premium, yet slightly tired hair care
brand which had become associated with discount pricing and lower end
salon environments across Europe. Through primary research, audience
analysis & segmentation, digital advertising testing, and consumer centric
creativity the relaunch of Bed Head re-positioned the brand to its rightful
place in key markets.
Developing across Cream Consulting and Cream Communications, the
relationship with the Bed Head team has evolved in line with the changing
requirements of the business and the market conditions, grounded in
strategic planning but brought to life through best in class media delivery.

Strategy
Audience segmentation brought focus to all subsequent communications planning.
A combination of panel data, interviews, and market research led us to a simple
audience view across high priority salon owners and two consumer groups.
Our media campaign delivered high impact placements in a digital first strategy
across Europe, rebuilding brand love for Bed Head, whilst also focussing on the
relationships between stylists and their clients.
Iconic talent and influencers across key lifestyle passions of our audiences acted as
ambassadors across the campaign period to improve relevancy of the
brand’s message.

Challenge
Making Bed Head relevant against a backdrop of stiff market competition
and neutral or negative consumer perceptions. Retailer & salon
relationships were also weak and needed high profile campaigns to
aid sales team conversations.
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Results
• Most successful DTC campaign in brand’s history
• Hugely positive retailer feedback & improved commercial 		
conversations
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THE STORY OF CADBURY - BRINGING LOVE BACK TO
THE CADBURY BRAND
Client
Mondelez International: Cadbury Dairy Milk

Strategy
In a world that can seem increasingly selfish, narcissistic and polarised, we saw an
opportunity to use Cadbury’s timeless symbol of generosity – the glass and a half of
milk in Cadbury Dairy Milk – to remind everyone of human goodness, the generous
instinct within all of us, through our campaign: ‘There’s a glass and a half in everyone’.

Markets
North America, Europe, APAC
Services
Brand Strategy, Advertising, Experiential & Content & Social
About the campaign
We’ve worked with Cadbury since 2017 as their global integrated agency
of record, creating campaigns across their portfolio for moments that
matter and bringing love back to the brand. We set out to make Cadbury
a national treasure, building a closeness and reliability between the brand
and consumers. The work has continued to go against category conventions,
communicating an authentic, highly emotive idea but in an understated
way. Our masterbrand platform has been applied across the entire portfolio
of sub-brands including Heroes, Freddo, Roses, Fingers and Creme egg.
We’ve also expanded beyond this, working into Mondelez’s wider portfolio,
creating brand strategies and communications for Green&Black’s, Belvita,
Maynards Bassetts and Toblerone.

Our approach was to look for universal human truths that we could use to tell stories
of generous instinct around. Whether it was an old lady constantly throwing back toys
to the children who live next door, or a little girl in her first ever shopping experience
– buying a bar of Cadbury Dairy Milk for her mum, we developed these stories to
resonate all around the world. Beyond universal insight, the campaign was executed
with confident local nuance provided by our offices, building a global creative
platform that resonated in both mature and emerging markets.

Challenge
Once a source of such national pride, Cadbury was feeling increasingly
distant from its consumers and penetration was dropping in key markets.
Our brief was to reboot the brand by taking it back to its roots with a global
creative platform for its flagship product.
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Results
• Highest market share since 2008
• 30 million new customers globally since launch
• Double digit growth in 2019 and 2020
• Doubled the previous long-term growth rate to 8%
• 0.3% increase in global market share
• 8% increase in brand consideration
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HOW THE MILL’S CREATIVE STRATEGY TEAM MARKETED
DUBAI’S MOST EXCLUSIVE HOUSING COMMUNITY
Client
Lamar Development / Sea Mirror
Market
Global
Services
Creative Production, Design and VFX.
About the campaign
From the beginning, Lamar set out to do something different.
Their dream was to build a new kind of luxury housing development, one
of daring modernist silhouettes and superior construction materials—
something that felt cinematic and classic and bucked the glitzy design
trends of ostentatious Dubai. That dream was called Sea Mirror.
Challenge
Accordingly, Lamar felt that Sea Mirror required a different kind of
marketing approach. This reflected their ambition but was also a practical
necessity. Their Sea Mirror villas were aimed at ultra-high-net-worth
individuals (UHNWI)—an audience of wealthy, busy people who are
notoriously difficult to target. Lamar knew they had to do something
different. So they came to The Mill.
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Strategy
Our Creative Strategy team worked with property development firm, Lamar
Development (Sea Mirror) to create a multi-channel campaign to market their daring
and modernist properties in Dubai. The team crafted and concepted a hero film, a set
of three documentary films delving into the craft behind the properties and a series
of animated teasers. All elements of the campaign were created using talent from our
directorial roster with William McGregor directing the hero film, emerging director
Rauri Cantelo leading the documentary films and our Design Studio concocting
the animations.
This was an ambitious project, but it had to be. It had to match the vision of Sea
Mirror and Lamar as a client. It also had to cut through with a hard-to-reach audience
that wanted to be thrilled and left breathless.
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#WETHE15
Client
International Paralympic Committee (IPC)
Markets
Worldwide
About the campaign
Described as the ‘biggest human rights movement for persons with
disabilities’, our 10 year movement is forcing the world to take notice
of the 15% who are demanding to be recognised as nothing other than
‘ordinary’. Our launch campaign included lighting 175 iconic global
landmarks purple, partnered with dozens of big brands including
Coca-Cola and created a striking campaign film which was played
at the Paralympic Opening Ceremony.
Challenge
People with disabilities make up 15% of the global population, but despite
being the world’s largest minority they face daily stigma and exclusion.
Together with the IPC, we sought to shatter the damaging myths held
about those living with disabilities and give a voice to the 1.2 billion who
have largely been left behind by the inclusivity agenda.

Strategy
#WeThe15: An impossible-to-miss campaign to launch a ten-year movement for
change. With zero media budget, we took over the Tokyo Paralympic Opening
Ceremony, revealing a powerful film directly from the 15%. In it, disabled voices
defiantly tear down damaging stereotypes and challenge the world to recognise them
as authentically human and wonderfully ordinary.
Our message reached 250m people instantly – but we didn’t stop there. 225 iconic
landmarks in 6 continents were lit purple in solidarity, and we took over OOH
sites around the world, including Times Square and Piccadilly Lights. The world’s
biggest brands from Facebook to the NSYE amplified our message and the disabled
community adopted the movement with Paralympic athletes proudly sporting the
WeThe15 logo as tattoos.
The impact on disability rights and recognition was unprecedented; powerful
organisations from the United Nations to UNESCO committed to tangible change
as a result of the campaign, and we drove an unmissable global conversation about
disability inclusion.
Results
• Zero media budget
• 6.7bn people reached
• 3000+ pieces of global media coverage
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DRAWN CLOSER FOR COX COMMUNICATIONS
Client
Cox Communications
Markets
UK, USA, Europe
About the campaign
As the third-largest cable provider in the nation, Cox Communications Inc.
is noted for its high-capacity, reliable broadband and delivery network.
We worked closely with the agency, 180LA on Drawn Closer, for Cox
Communications to bring to life a school play that had become impossible
due to the Covid-19 lockdown. We brought in Oscar-winning director Patrick
Osborne and Hollywood writing talent, Lloyd Taylor. Together, and with
some imaginative tech on how to capture the kids’ performances at home,
we created a four-minute film that had its own theatrical premiere later in the
year. It was a great marriage of strong creative conceptual thinking from the
agency, plussed by extraordinary talent and narrative.
Challenge
Our challenge was to bring together a class of drama students during a
pandemic which kept people apart in order that they could put on their
school play. Director, Patrick Osborne helped the stars of the show voice
and puppeteer their own characters all from the safety of their homes in a
fully remote production. Patrick brought in writer, Lloyd Taylor, who recently
wrote “Spies in Disguise,” to help write the play. Together, they were able to
squeeze 22 speaking parts into a 150-second film.

Strategy
The overriding idea was to demonstrate the ability of technology to bring people
closer together when it is most needed.
With many extracurricular activities cancelled in 2020, kids were missing out on the
experiences that offer them a strong sense of connection to their friends. Theatre kids,
who rely on each other to perform, were missing out on their school play. We wanted
to give them a chance to reconnect and to perform together again.
We wanted to provide a unique experience and a safe way to connect and give us a
smart, fresh use of technology, as well as a really watchable piece of work.

Results
• Drawn Closer BTS film currently has 2.9M views on YouTube
• Three Cannes Lions awards, including Gold for animation
• Gold in the Animation category at the 2021 Lovie Awards
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ICP IS A KEY OPERATIONAL PARTNER FOR UNILEVER.
Client
Unilever
Markets
Global
Services
Content delivery technology services & Digital Asset Management services
About the campaign
ICP has been a key operational partner for Unilever since 2013 and
are custodians of the single source of truth for Unilever global assets,
ensuring the repurposing of content to drive better brand consistency and
communication quality across all brands, channels and geographies.
Challenge
ICP was commissioned to coordinate the strategy and implementation of
Unilever’s DAM upgrade.

Strategy
Unilever benefits from company-wide standards for ways of working, quality control
of assets, compliance across creative production and consulting solutions. This also
covers Digital Asset Management (DAM) integration with their eCommerce content
ecosystem, brand content publishing systems and other initiatives across a range of
technologies preparing for the massive swing to online sales globally.
Over the last year ICP was commissioned to co-ordinate and support the strategy and
implementation of Unilever’s DAM upgrade. ICP worked with Unilever to support the
vendor selection process and then core components of the implementation: defining
workflows, process, data modelling, UI-UX, systems testing, and on-boarding. ICP led
the internal communications strategy & execution throughout the implementation
phase to keep users engaged and abreast with latest information on the upgrade.

Results
Results included the migration and organisation of 780,000+ assets, asset
management feature & process improvements, a successful User Acceptance
Training, the rebuild of asset type taxonomy, re-training of 2,000+ users across
all brands and divisions, and 20 user guides and documents to reflect the new
platform and branding.
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Strategy
Understanding their unique challenges, we reorganised their target audience profiles
to be more tailored and specific to their Chinese tribes, prioritising conversion
(especially among younger audiences) as well as an always on strategy. We adapted
the copy and visuals for each niche in China, ran A/B campaigns to hone in on what
worked best for each tribe and monitored the results daily to make tweaks to our
audience profiles.
Apart from Weibo and WeChat advertising, we utilised Douyin as a key component
of their campaign. Douyin was growing rapidly among younger consumers at that
time, so we ensured we used the best platform to reach one of our Chinese consumer
tribes. We also restructured the user journey from online ads to their Tmall store to
drive conversion.

HUGO BOSS CHINA DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS
Client
Hugo Boss
Markets
China
Services
Paid campaign (Weibo, WeChat, Douyin, Toutiao) & Marketing strategy
consultancy
About the campaign
Hugo Boss is a well-known global fashion house from Germany. They have
a very long and rich established history, focusing on luxury and high-quality
clothing, accessories and fragrances. HB has launched their digital presence
in China since 2011 and established a strong brand awareness and follower
base on social media. They also have e-commerce stores on T-mall and JD
as well as retail outlets across China.

Results
In our Fall/Winter 2019 Eyewear campaign, we generated
• Over 72.4 million impressions
• Over 9.8 million engagements

Since launching in China, they have been partnering with external marketing
agencies locally in China. Although HB is well-established in China digitally,
they were looking for ways to increase the success of their campaigns, and
for the HQ to have better insights into campaign performance.
We started working with the HB Global team and China team in 2018 for
paid campaigns in China on their fashion and eyewear line. Working with us
in the UK and China meant we were able to keep all internal stakeholders
updated at a much faster pace, vital in China. Understanding their global
branding requirements and value proposition, allowed us to provide
valuable insights into how this could be localised and adapted, and build
campaigns on the right social platforms in China to drive success.
We have since worked together on multiple major campaigns throughout
the years and they still remain a loyal and great client.
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XIAOMI - THE DETAILS.
HELPING THE CONSUMER TECH GIANT OF CHINA CRACK
WESTERN EUROPE.
Client
Xiaomi Inc.

Strategy
Get: Middle class urbanites, aged 24-34, in Western Europe (and rest of world
potentially)

Market
Worldwide

To: Notice the new flagship phone – Mi Note 10 & Mi Note 10 Pro – from Xiaomi

Services
Strategy, Creative, Production
About the campaign
Xiaomi Corporation, registered in Asia as Xiaomi Inc., is a Chinese designer
and manufacturer of consumer electronics and related software, home
appliances, and household items. Behind Samsung, it is the second largest
manufacturer of smartphones.

By: Showing them that with the 108MP camera they can take pictures with
incredible detail.
The camera really does capture every single detail. We created Betty, Louie,
Estelle and the rest of ‘The Details’ whose lives were about to change forever.
For the first time, their lazy lifestyles and hi-jinks were about to be exposed.

We were introduced to Xiaomi by the Creative Solutions team in Google
China. That team works with Chinese brands to help them optimise their
global campaigns. We were introduced on the basis of Xiaomi needing an
agency, based in Europe, with expertise in YouTube campaigns.
Challenge
Xiaomi is a huge consumer tech business in China, producing mobile
phones, laptops, scooters and much more. But in Western Europe it’s a
lesser known challenger brand. Our job was to launch the Mi10 108MP
mobile – a phone whose camera captures an insane amount of detail. They
needed an idea that would cut through the big budget spends of the likes of
Samsung and Apple.
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Results
• The campaign was ‘Best in class’ on YouTube compared to all previous Xiaomi
videos, with 50% view rate, and with audiences watching till the 50% mark
• The work – teaser, bumpers, launch film and social stills – were also shared
widely across Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Weibo and WeChat
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UK ADVERTISING
EXPORT GROUP MEMBERS
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Across the Pond is a global, independent creative agency, helping
tech brands create a better world. We make the complex, human.
Across the Pond started life inside Google over ten years ago when
Julie, our founder, spotted an opportunity. Video content and all
its possibilities were about to explode. As a TV producer equipped
with razor sharp story-telling skills, she was uniquely placed to help
Google capitalise. And so ‘Across the Pond’ was born. Now we
shape strategic narratives and campaigns for tech brands around
the world. We are driven by a profound belief in the benefits that
technology can bring to humankind. We are proud to be part of the
0.1%: the percentage of agencies founded by women. To us this is
more than just a statistic, it’s in our DNA. Embedded deep within
our culture is a disregard for barriers, a sense of possibility, and a
burning optimism. We believe the work we do, and how we do it,
can create a better world.

We are adam&eveDDB. A place that believes in the power of
creativity to create the change we want to see in the world. A
place full of audacious and famous ideas that help grow businesses
and shape cultures. A place packed with the energy and passion
to make things happen. A place where egos are left at the door,
because we know none of us is as smart as all of us. A place that
welcomes ‘adam&everyone’ and helps them be the best they can
be. A place always on the look-out for new creative opportunities
and brilliant new talent.

Atomic is an independent creative agency driven by the philosophy
of Never Quiet. We create ideas that work across the entire
customer journey, making brands hard to ignore, difficult to forget
and easily more effective. In just seven years we’ve grown to
become one of the UK’s leading independent agencies, proud of
our reputation for innovative and highly effective work across both
brand and activation channels, for some of the world’s leading
brands. Our relentless desire to create effective work is why we’ve
helped brands like Homebase achieve an 18th month return to
profit from a £100M+ deficit or a brand like The Royal Opera House
triple their global awareness scores and improve their new visitor
figures by 1200%, with just a sixth of their competitors ad spend.
We put a huge focus on merging talent from every discipline to
work sideby side, not just under one roof, encouraging every brand
and individual that walks through our door to achieve something
extraordinary. It is one of the reasons why we were voted winners in
Campaign’s Best Places To Work 2020.

Brand Culture is an award-winning, full-service brand partnerships
agency that harnesses the power of entertainment and lifestyle
to light up the consumer journey. For nearly 20 years, we’ve been
creating uniquely effective, entertainment-led campaigns that
excite customers and shoppers across markets and cultures. Our
integrated, end-to-end offering combines specialist planning and
ideation, partnerships, and international activation teams to help
clients fully maximise the opportunities presented by a world of
passion points. Our vision is to be the most recommended agency
in this space, by continuing to create game-changing work, while
bringing collaboration, passion, and energy to everything we do.

Brandfuel works with some of the largest global brands, including
Google, Android, YouTube, Aramco, Barclays, Snapchat and
Slack. We deliver their brand presence at seminal global calendar
moments at key ‘tent-pole’ events around the world.
We have a deep understanding of working with high growth
companies and their needs to fuel growth. We have worked with
an enviable list of tech giants and unicorns, including Twitter,
Facebook, Stripe as well as many of the Alphabet brands.
Trusted to the Highest Level
We have been working with Google since 2003 and have delivered
some of their highest-profile global events. Google Zeitgeist for the
last 14 years and Android’s presence at Mobile World Congress for
twelve years being just two examples.
Never Standing Still
We invest a huge amount in R&D, developing cool new uses for
technology for clients. In the past two years, we have also upskilled,
taking on digital projects for new and existing clients, including a
three-day virtual technology summit for 10,000 delegates, delivered
in multiple time zones, over four days and in five languages.
Punching Above Our Weight
We keep ahead of our clients’ growing needs, delivering at huge
scale for them, consistently. At MWC in Spain in 2019, we designed
and delivered all the exhibition spaces for the Alphabet-owned
brands from Google, Android and YouTube to Loon, AdMob and
Next Billion Customers. These included two of the largest doubledeck stands at the show and an extensive outdoor experience
(1,272sqm), plus 42 meeting rooms, built with a crew of 650 people.
At the World Economic Forum in Davos, in 2020 in Switzerland,
we produced more events than any other agency (apart from the
organisers’ agency). Our crew of 450 built pavilions and offices
for BlackRock, Cloudflare, Digital McKinsey, Google and Standard
Chartered, an exhibition experience for Aramco overnight plus, we
produced receptions and dinners for Barclays, Mckinsey, Deloitte,
Deepmind, Verily and Cloudflare.
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Chrome Productions is a full-service, global production company
with offices in London & Los Angeles that creates ground-breaking,
inspiring, and award-winning commercials, branded content
& original scripted and non-scripted programming. Born into
the world of extreme sports almost two decades ago, Chrome
Productions has never stopped pushing boundaries.
We have built our company to work to the highest commercialgrade standards, and yet optimised to thrive on today’s digital
budgets. This has been achieved by harnessing the very best
creative & production talent and is underpinned by our in-house
post-production facilities, giving us an unparalleled flexibility and
quality advantage in an otherwise challenging competitive arena.
Our people, passion, energy, and pride in our work has allowed
us to build long-standing relationships with some of the world’s
leading brands – and their audiences, with a defined focus on the
automotive, luxury, sport & travel spaces with industry-leading
clients such as Ford, Christie’s, TUI, Cartier, Tiffany & Co. We have
never lost our adventuresome spirit and that as guided us to
multiple global awards, including Webby, Lovie, Cannes Corporate,
International Motor Film & AutoVision awards.
Marrying emotional storytelling with the latest production
technologies, we are committed to a singular mission: telling stories
that need to be told.

We are an independent full service marketing agency working with
pioneering global brands. Our passion for audience analysis &
insight closes the gap between strategy & communications delivery.
Our services cover:
• Audience strategy & segmentation
• Marketing strategy & brand positioning
• Campaign planning & messaging strategy

Croud is a global, full-service, digital marketing agency that works
with some of the world’s leading brands. Through the seamless
connection of data, technology and creativity, Croud develops
strategies for sustainable growth that drive immediate business
impact.
Croud builds deep partnerships with clients thanks to its unique
model, using its ‘Croud Control’ platform to harness a global
network of 2,400 digital experts, delivering holding company scale
with the precision of a specialist.
Founded in 2011, Croud is proud to partner with clients such as
Vans, IWG, Audible, and The North Face - leading media strategy,
performance marketing and digital experiences.

Crowd is an independent, global creative agency that specialises
in the creation and delivery of environmentally sustainable product
and service promotions. We proudly amplify demand for new and
established brands with a conscience.
To do this, our dynamic, multi-national team fuses rich data, digital
innovation, and creativity to consistently exceed expectations. Our
holistic approach means your message hits harder, budgets go
further, and sales reach higher.
Crowd’s unique service combines localised knowledge with the
support and reach of a worldwide network, allowing your brand to
succeed both at home and internationally.
As well as understanding the world, we’re also dedicated to
protecting it. Our 2022 mission is to gain B-Corp certification and
prove our commitment to both the environment, and the wellbeing
of our team. We’re also proud to have some of the world’s most
cutting-edge sustainability brands in our portfolio and work
tirelessly to amplify the good that they do.
From San Francisco to Sydney, Crowd is already helping clients
amplify demand –- so why not join them?

• Media planning, buying, & delivery
• Marketing measurement, analysis, & forecasting
With a fantastic reputation for supporting ambitious brands, we
currently work with Bolt, Unilever, Bleach London, Seiko, Kantar,
and Honeywell amongst others.
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Digital Detox is a humanity-led digital agency harnessing
technology to benefit people and the planet. Specialising in
product strategy, design, and engineering, we’re a team of nearly
50 on a mission to create technology that changes businesses
for the better. Whether it’s a full digital transformation, through
to application development, website design, Headless CMS or
PWAs, it’s our job to explore and create digital ideas, products
and solutions using the right technology, in the most digitally
sustainable way. 					
We partner with organisations looking to harness the power of
digital within their businesses, rather than specific sectors, meaning
our experience is vast. This includes the likes of banking and
finance, health, construction, insurance, telecoms, blockchain and
ecommerce.
Using our agile sprint-led approach, it’s our job to keep ahead of
the most digitally sustainable, efficient and performant technologies
out there. Thanks to our highly skilled team, our communities and
partnerships within the tech ecosystem, we have several technology
specialisms including: Javascript, HTML, CSS, Headless, MACH
technologies, React, React Native, MongoDB, Next.js, Gatsby.js,
SQL, Node.js and JAM stack.
Experience12 is an independent, award-winning agency specialising
in experiential marketing and events for the Film, TV and video
game sectors.
With unrivalled insight into the fan audience through years of
research, Experience12 utilise data, trends and the demands of
this powerful pop-culture audience to deliver events with stand-out
results for the biggest entertainment brands in the world.
Based in London but operating globally, their services include
creative, experiential events, exhibition stand design and build, PR
stunts, press and influencer events and national and
worldwide tours.
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Four Communications Group is one of the leading independent
integrated marketing & communications agencies in the UK and
MENA. We offer an integrated approach based on our philosophy
of the power of together, with services spanning insights &
planning, digital, social, media planning & buying, marketing,
advertising, PR, public affairs, events, and sponsorship. Four
Communications delivers award-winning campaigns for clients
including The Booker Prize, UK Government, Merck, Johnson &
Johnson, Marriott International, Dubai Tourism, Grosvenor Britain &
Ireland Group, St George, Equifax and American Express.
We have seven core business units, covering our sector expertise in
health, real estate, lifestyle, social purpose & policy and corporate
& financial, as well as our PACE team (covering performance,
activation, creative and engagement) and our MENA operation.
The company employs more than 300 staff in London, Abu Dhabi,
Dubai, Riyadh, Cardiff and Aberystwyth.

FX Digital is a London-based Connected TV-first and OTT app
technology company, helping your brand reach millions of new
customers by building and launching premium quality CTV
applications across Smart TVs, Set-Top-Boxes, gaming consoles,
web, and mobile devices.
Our experienced team of developers, designers, UX/UI specialists,
quality assurers and strategists provide the knowledge and
expertise you need to create high-performance applications that
are ready to launch across the device landscape, helping you to
reach new audiences quickly and efficiently.
We have helped brands like Discovery Inc. and Eurosport reach
huge audiences by deploying applications across the CTV device
landscape.
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Creating new realities in new territories.
At HF, we craft beautiful digital twins of physical products, people,
and spaces. From the most exquisitely rendered key-visuals to
high quality content delivered at scale, we care deeply about what
populates our channels and touchpoints, our screens, and devices.
But we don’t just believe in making digital twins for their own sake.
We design and engineer the experiences that bring these digital
creations to life, immerse us in new worlds, delight us, surprise us,
educate us, and connect us with our peers in shared social spaces
and verses.
In doing so, we help brands connect with their audiences in ways
that are authentic, meaningful, and relevant; in the here and now, as
well as in the new virtual territories.

WHO? We are HeyHuman, an independent agency focused
creating ideas that truly connect with people.
WHAT? We believe in building Human Brands, brands that
recognise and connect with a Generation Tinder mindset through
developed brand behaviours.
WHY? The changes in the relationship between brands and people
has been accelerated by the pandemic and fleeting and virtual
connections matter more than ongoing and physical relationships.
Brands that recognise this and use this to build and grow their
brands are winning.
HOW? By focusing on the fourteen new brand relationships, a
behavioural mindset and how our brains engage with these fleeting
brand connections, our relationships, behaviours, and brains
approach.
FOR WHO? Enterprising Growth Seekers – looking for new ways to
build their brand and grow their businesses by connecting in this
new world.

Modern businesses understand the necessity of putting an
increasingly informed and selective customer at the centre of
the way they operate. ICP delivers the orchestration of people,
workflows, technology and data, harmonising your marketing and
creative operations aligned with what your customers need and
desire.
ICP’s growing team works across our global offices in London,
Rotterdam, Atlanta, Nashville, New York, Los Angeles, Mexico City,
Mumbai and Shanghai.
We dedicate a dynamic team to your projects and initiatives,
becoming a part of your business and offering an unbeatable
combination of experience and best practices. Subject matter
experts cover all areas of marketing and creative operations,
providing input across your teams, leading consulting assignments
and always orchestrating positive outcomes for marketing and
creative success.

We work with brands with global reach such as Asahi Super Dry,
Peroni, Marriott and Nordic Spirit and have also developed award
winning campaigns for Pernod Ricard owned brands, including
Jameson whiskey.
We also have experience of working with smaller brands with global
ambition; currently, we are helping Clean Co, a low/no alcohol start
up owned by celebrity Spencer Matthews, to increase reach in UK
plus break into key global markets, including USA.
Whilst we’re multiple award-winning, we’re focused on delivering
growth for our Clients’ brands. Which is, we believe, why we have
such long Client relationships; our average tenure is over 8 years,
and we are still working with one global Client in multiple territories
more than 30 years on.
We remain fiercely independent and are moving to an employee
ownership model to ensure that the next generation of ‘Ignites’
remain committed to the business’s future and our Clients’ brands.

VALUES - Giving, unified, mindful, and brave.
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Kode was formed In London during the Olympic summer of
2012, by five best friends. Inspired by others but not wanting to
follow decades of trends, they set up the company straight out of
University with a view to offer the industry something different.

LONDON Advertising is a global agency built for today. From
our one office, we have worked with clients on every Continent
to create work that has run in 135 countries – more than WPP has
offices in.

In 2014 they launched their creative studio, Kode Red. Having the
studio has enabled them to work traditionally and non-traditionally
with agencies, record labels and direct-to-client simultaneously.
Kode takes time to develop and support their diverse group of
talent and find great pleasure in bringing them together with likeminded creatives.

In 2008 Michael Moszynski and Alan Jarvie set out to disrupt the
industry by using the internet to create a new type of global ad
agency that would give clients a better alternative to the traditional,
slow, and expensive networks.

The team says that: “Growing up together, the five of us have
always been a family. From the days of student projects and the
corrupt hard drives, through to the global successes of 2019, we’ve
failed and succeeded together. We will continue to take risks, learn
and strive to make the best work.”

Their vision was to deliver London-quality creative thinking that
works in any media, in any language and in any country.
LONDON’s founders have worked together for 29 years, running
big global brands at the world’s largest agency and then in the
offices they set up for M&C Saatchi in London, Hong Kong, New
York, Middle East, and Africa.
Working across a broad range of markets and geographies –
LONDON consistently achieves the highest ROI for clients in their
sector. This has helped the agency win Agency of the Year eight out
of the last nine years.

Formed in 2005 Locate Productions has developed into a dynamic
team of producers, fixers and location managers working around
the UK and beyond.
Our London base makes us well placed to service the needs of
international clients shooting in the UK & overseas. With experience
in more than 38 countries across 6 continents, we understand what’s
needed to deliver, regardless of time zones going east or west.
The knowledge and skills we have gained from working in different
places and meeting different people has played a big part in who
we are today. We believe good production is about good people,
who enjoy their work, collaborating closely with crew and clients to
make shoots happen efficiently and safely.
Making great work in a way that treats people properly and aligned
to a healthy, thriving planet is at the core of who we are. Working
with industry bodies we’re at the forefront of shaping a production
industry that is compatible with a sustainable planet, a fair society
and a low carbon economy.
We want our work to have a positive impact and our industry to be
a catalyst for positive change in the world, working with brands that
do things differently.
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LS Productions is the UK’s largest production service company
providing expert local knowledge on film and TV, music videos,
commercials, sport and fashion campaigns. Their team of creative
producers unlocks the UK’s potential for photo and film projects
from their offices in Manchester, Edinburgh and London.

We offer a personal, tailored & hands-on approach to production
built on a foundation of industry leading commercial production
experience. All projects are passionately & attentively looked after
from brief to delivery, with client service & production expertise
continually cared for & at the top of our agenda from start to finish.

The team provides global clients with world-class production and
location knowledge, offering deep logistical understanding when
producing in the UK.

Our founding partners have a deep understanding of the
complexities of production with experience of managing inhouse directors, agency partners and clients across Television
Commercials, Branded Content, Broadcast, Feature Documentaries,
Show Trailers, Short Films, Music Videos & Live Events across
a multitude of disciplines – SFX, Live Action, Car, Beauty,
Documentary, Tabletop, Corporate. Awards include the prestigious
D&AD & BTAAs (British Arrows). Based in London, our reach
extends to all corners of Great Britain and the globe due to the
founding partners’ three decades in the industry.

The hugely experienced location team has an unrivalled network
of contacts. And no one else in the UK has a location library like LS
Productions, featuring over 8,000 locations across the UK including
iconic Scottish mountains, endless Welsh beaches, stunning Irish
country estates and buzzing English cities.
The company connects clients with its vast network of freelancers,
kit suppliers and location owners as well as providing access to
high-level crew. A sustainable agenda is a key company priority in
an advertising production industry famous for its waste. On location
and across its three offices, LS Productions encourages green
practices and is a proud member of AdGreen.
Founded in 2006 by Edinburgh-based CEO, Marie Owen, LS
Productions has seen steady growth over the years, supporting
large jobs with celebrities, Premier League footballers and major car
brands, as well as providing local service to American TV series and
feature films. In 2017, the company won the Edinburgh Chamber of
Commerce’s Best Performing Business award, and then in 2020 its
Mid-Sized Business of the Year.
The company opened its Manchester production office in 2017
with the service team having the agility, speed and patience to
deliver intelligent creative production and handle the time critical
schedules associated with high profile football celebrities and
has recently taken over two game-changing studio spaces in
Manchester to support the growing demand.

We are highly informed in working across cultures due to a shared
global experience and our in-house expertise guarantees a high
level of efficiency, problem solving & budget management that
offers security and delivery of a premium production. Our long-held
experience provides creative solutions across all levels of budgets
bringing an expert producer’s eye to every detail.
Clients include Unilever, Samsung, Coca-Cola, Alex Bank,
Vodafone, PUIG, Hennessy, Disney, Ford, McDonalds, Netflix &
more alongside their global communication agencies.
Expert knowledge working with A-List talent & elite athletes
building strong and trusted relationships with the talent, their
management and clubs. Recent clients and ambassadors include
Mo Salah, Andy Murray, Liverpool Football Club, Jose Mourinho,
Daisy Ridley, Henry Golding, Alexis Sanchez and Harry Kane.
UK country partner for PSN the global Production Service Network,
APA member. We support the sustainability agenda as members of
Green The Bid following the industry principles of ADGREEN and
ALBERT.

It opened its London production office in 2019 after three years
of developing its large client base in the city, and that same year
named its BAFTA-winning Executive Producer, Sarah Drummond,
the Managing Director of the entire UK-wide company. Most
recently, the company launched LS Films to tell diverse stories and
showcase unheard and under-represented voices.
LS partners with a range of global brands, production companies,
film studios and agencies including: Adidas, Anonymous Content,
Burberry, BMW, Havas, HBO, Marvel Studios, Nintendo, Pulse
Films, RadicalMedia, Rogue Films, Stink Film and Somesuch.
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We are a new agency that lights the fuse for clients on a growth
mission, using our unique blend of Customer Experience Marketing
(CXM). MBAstack brings together the successful, established
and awarded agency brands of MBA and STACK to meet the
commercial and digital transformation challenges, as well as the
need for greater accountability, that marketers face today.
We take the proven fundamentals of data driven CRM and
behavioural led CX and turbocharge them through a magical and
equal fusion of data, creativity and tech. We call this Customer
Experience Marketing (CXM). This is then delivered through an
approach and agency tools that are entrepreneurial, nimble and full
of spark.
We also take our agency values ‘Spark’, ‘All for One’ and ‘Kindness’
through everything that we do. We believe the creation of an
inclusive, fully diverse workplace is both the right thing to do, and
the only way we can create work that reflects the customers we are
talking to. It’s the right thing for us, our clients and society.
We’re also multi award-winning, with wins for both our work (such
as DMA Gold for Solace Women’s Aid) and our culture (such as IPA
CPD Platinum for 6 years in a row).
Our clients include the UK Government, Dartmouth College, EE,
Royal Mail, Stellantis, Virgin Red, and Visit Britain.

We’re MullenLowe Group UK, the London office of the MullenLowe
network. But don’t think of us as another juggernaut network.
We’ve purposefully kept to our boutique size to keep us nimble.
So, in an ever-changing world, we can quickly pivot and adapt. Put
simply, we are big enough to do, small enough to care.
Our London office is a family of 320 proud specialists from across all
marketing disciplines. We work under one roof and one collective
P&L, to create work that maximises the brand, not the channel.
Operating under one P&L means we’re all playing for the same
team, without bias to any one channel. After all, everything we do is
about client success.
Within our agency, we have the London office of MullenLowe,
which oversees creatively-driven marketing communications for our
clients, focusing on brand strategy, communications planning and
through-the-line advertising. MullenLowe Profero is our customer
experience agency, building brands through digital experiences.
The purpose is to make every experience the best expression of
our clients. Mediahub is the highly creative media shop, offering
full-service comms planning, media buying, global search and
performance media, all with global capabilities. We also have
MullenLowe salt, who put real purpose at the hearts of our clients
through strategy, consulting, capability building and benchmarking.
Our in-house production studio, Yeti, deliver highly creative &
effective visual content.
Everything we do has one key offering to our clients; to create
compelling, human ideas that build outstanding brands. And we do
this very well.

We are New Commercial Arts. Uniting brand and customer
experience creativity, to make brands more desirable and easier to
buy. No other agency team in UK has a track record in delivering
effectiveness for clients with creativity and customer insight.
Working with international clients like Uber, Vodafone, Biacom/
Paramount and Royal Enfield and UK market leaders like Lloyds
Banking Group, Nando’s, MoneySuperMarket and Sainsbury’s.
Our successful partnerships are ascribed to guiding brands to make
compelling promises and continue to keep those promises.
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Nexus Studios is a global creative studio fostering world-class talent
to produce high-quality branded content, film and episodic tv and
immersive content. With studios in London, LA and Sydney, they
create meaningful stories and creatively innovative experiences
that positively add to the cultural conversation. Their prolific output
includes Oscar-nominated and BAFTA winning films, Cannes
Grand Prix winning commercials and Emmy nominated immersive
experiences. Clients include the likes of Netflix, Disney, BBC, Sony,
Google, Apple, Headspace and Facebook.

PingPong Digital, founded in 2012, is a global Chinese specialist
agency based in the U.K., U.S. and China. We are proud to be
selected as the official partner and trusted agency for all the major
Chinese platforms including Weibo, WeChat, Douyin, TouTiao,
Zhihu, Baidu and Bilibili.
PingPong Digital’s main goal is to bridge the gap between western
businesses and their Chinese audiences. We support brands
in understanding their Chinese consumer tribes and build the
implementation channels to drive successful social engagement.
With 50 Chinese specialists located across 4 offices worldwide we
are the go-to agency for Chinese marketing campaigns, website
engagement experiences and e-commerce. We work across a wide
range of industries such as education, beauty, fashion, fmcg
and b2b.
We are the only non-Chinese agency to be an official trusted
partner agency for both Weibo and Bytedance (Douyin), with an
affiliated partnership with WeChat, Baidu, Zhihu and Bilibili.
Some key clients include Hugo Boss, Westfield, Molton Brown,
Gym Shark, among many others.
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The Qumin Group is a holding company with the mission of
opening the world to China. We are experts in Chinese digital
marketing. We are storytellers at heart. We combine our passion
for geeky analytics with great creative to tell compelling stories.
The digital scene is eclectic and evolving. We are immersed in this
world.
Our client list boasts some of the world’s most recognisable brands,
from household names to plucky challengers. On their behalf, we
work across the full spectrum of marketing, communications, and
advertising. Whatever your business, from sports to fashion, or
FMCG to cultural institutions, Qumin can help you find an audience
and grow your market. Since we love sharing what we know, our
clients are soon as well versed in the Chinese market as we are.
Some clients we work with, including Sony, Tencent, Papa John,
Marriott International, Heathrow, SIMBA, Recent Street, EUROSTAR,
VITABIOTICS, Wework, Urban Outfitters, China Town, Alipay,
Cariuma, Biotherm, FTI Consulting, Informa, Rio Tinto, Standard
Bank, Whyte, and Mackay.

SHORTFILMS is a production company situated in the heart of Soho
making all forms of filmed content. Started with a view to offer
a more personal collaboration, it has the specific aim of creating
something more efficient, flexible, and individual. Since its launch
in 2004, Stephen Mead and Holly Hartley have concentrated on
working with a selective group of directors who all bring innovation
and enthusiasm to their projects.
Increasingly we find ourselves working directly with clients where
we have generated the creative ideas as well as executed them in
several countries. We care about keeping the standards of the visual
image high and not ever making a mass-market brand look “mass
market”. In our opinion there is no better endorsement of our work
than when our clients receive Effectiveness in Advertising Award.
We feel the job has been well done when the brand has done well.
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We’re an independent creative agency and the home of Agenda
Setting Ideas: ideas that change the conversation, and drive
everything the brand does.  Whether you’re fast growing scale-up,
or a global leader, ideas like this are invaluable to help businesses
navigate the volatility and uncertainty that is ever-present. We give
brands a place in culture; combine this with an immersive brand
world and you’ve got real competitive advantage, as our clients
have discovered:

At The Beyond Collective, we are a micro-network of specialist
agencies, unified around the common goal of helping clients grow
their brands in the age of the audience. We have access to diverse
talents from strategy and creative, to design and production,
enabling us to tackle our clients’ challenges in original ways, making
magical work that works, whatever the medium. We’re making UK
and global work with some brilliantly disruptive and progressive
companies.

• Tanqueray (19% global NSV increase)

Above+Beyond is an independent integrated creative agency, built
for the audience age. When it’s harder than ever to get people to
hear, care or do, the only way to act is audience first. We go above
and beyond to help ambitious brands grow through the power of
audience-age creativity.

• Ocado (the fastest growing British brand in terms of value)
• Old Mout (fastest growing premium flavoured cider)
• Tyrrells (share growth and a 25% price increase)
We also help set the agenda within businesses, creating momentum
and driving transformation.
Our strategic and creative process ensure we consistently deliver
robust, compelling platform for the brand. But process is nothing
without the right culture, named as a best place to work and
in Agency of the Year shortlists, because of our values.  
• Personal transformation
• Collective ambition
• Inspiring new adventures
Our culture is inclusive. Our board and creative department are
both 50:50 male:female. 45% of our Gateway Interns have been
ethnically diverse. We contribute £500 monthly for childcare,
making it easier to balance work and family.

Yonder is a media agency that thinks audience first. We help clients
define the most effective journey to turn audiences into customers
of their brand. We rethink the role of every touchpoint, both offline
and online, from paid to owned and earned, because we believe
that media is everything you do. We call our unique approach
Audience Experience Planning®.
Frontier is a brand strategy agency developing strategies and
identities to shape ambitious brands for this complex world,
through joined up strategic and design thinking. We are living in the
age of the audience – consumers are no longer captive recipients
of brand messages, but disparate groups of disengaged audiences.
We work with clients from small change to a full transformation, on
everything from audience research and brand positioning to TOV,
content frameworks and visual identity.

The Mill is a global creative partner for agencies, production
companies and brands, working across multiple media channels
and platforms.
We are trusted specialists in Visual Effects, Creative Production
and Experience design. Our projects include the creation of
digital products and virtual experiences, as well as world class
VFX and video production for the Advertising and Brand
Experience industries.
We are a vibrant network of talented Artists, Producers, Directors
and Creative Technologists from multinational backgrounds. We
nurture innovation, flexibility, and diverse ideas across our studios
in London, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Seoul, Shanghai, and Bangalore. We are all united by one
single ambition: To create extraordinary and memorable work that
captivates and excites audiences.
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Thenetworkone, headquartered in London, is the world’s
largest network of independent advertising, marketing and
communications agencies – representing more than 1200 agencies
in 116 countries worldwide, including more than 300 in UK.
Capabilities include creativity, media planning and buying, branding
and design, PR and all forms of digital and social media.
We help brand owners and corporates identify and work effectively
with the best agencies for their individual needs, anywhere in the
world they need support. We work equally well with the largest and
the smallest companies wishing to operate internationally.

Umbrella is a response-driven Risk Management agency for
marketing. They leverage financial tools to enable marketing teams
to create campaigns they didn’t think were possible. The better the
campaign…. the higher the interaction by the consumer. Increased
campaign responses equates to higher sales and ROI for brands.
Brands such as Unilever, Diageo and Coca-Cola have successfully
utilised these products here in the UK for the past two decades.
They amplify brands’ incentives & offers by protecting the budget
from the threat of too many responses… what a problem to have!
They win many awards for the role they play in improved sales-uplift
and ROI for brands.

VCCP was founded on January 24, 2002 by Charles (V), Rooney (C),
Adrian (C) and Ian (P). They were united by their desire to challenge
the bad habits of the big global agencies they had previously
worked at. They were motivated by the belief that they could
create a better type of agency – for the people who work there
and the clients they serve. It’s a motivation that remains to this
day and is why VCCP describes itself as the challenger agency
for challenger brands.
VCCP’s challenger attitude transforms the fortunes of their clients.
For example, they helped O2 become market leaders within three
years of launching. And once they started working with easyJet,
their share price flew up from £4 to £14. VCCP has a motto: ‘It only
works if it all works’, which is why they involve themselves in far
more than just advertising. With a thorough understanding of each
client’s business, VCCP can challenge what’s around it, and then
transform it.
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SUPPORTERS
The Advertising Association promotes the role and rights of
responsible advertising and its value to people, society, businesses
and the economy. Responsible businesses understand that there is
little point in an advertisement that people cannot trust. That’s why,
over 50 years ago, the Advertising Association led UK advertising
towards a system of independent self-regulation which has since
been adopted around the world. There are nearly thirty UK trade
associations representing advertising, media and marketing.
Through the Advertising Association they come together with a
single-voice when speaking to policy makers and influencers.

The Creative Industries Council (CIC) is a joint forum of industry and
government which focuses on areas where there are barriers to growth
for UK creative organisations, such as in access to finance, skills, export
markets, regulation, intellectual property (IP), and infrastructure. Council
members are leading figureheads drawn from across the creative and digital
industries including advertising, architecture, arts, crafts, createch, design,
fashion, film, music, publishing, television, and video games. The CIC has
published recommendations to continue the rapid growth of the UK creative
industries and is working to implement the Creative Industries Sector Deal
package of measures it negotiated with the government in 2018.

The APA is the trade body for independent production companies,
animation, VFX, sound design, music, stills, interactive & editing
companies making commercials in the UK. Their objective is to
create the best possible business environment for our members.
The APA does that by providing a range of services from standard
contracts & templates, advice on novel contracts and insurance,
production advice, legal & business affairs guidance, crew rates,
to providing training, promotion and giving the chance to connect
with new opportunities worldwide. The AEG extends this reach &
we are delighted to play our part for the good of the UK advertising
industry as a whole.

The Department for International Trade secures UK and global
prosperity by promoting and financing international trade and
investment, and championing free trade.

The British Promotional Merchandise Association (BPMA) is the
professional body serving the £1.5+ billion pound promotional
products industry in the UK and Northern Ireland.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, the IPA’s role is: to advance the value,
theory and practice of advertising, media and marketing communications;
to promote best practice standards in these fields; and to ensure that the
work it does will benefit the public, the wider business community and the
national economy. It has a well-earned reputation for thought leadership,
best practice and continuous professional development and also provides
core support and advisory services. Its membership base is predominantly
made up of corporate members who collectively handle over 85% of the
UK’s annual £22bn ad spend and who represent over 4,000 brands and
employ over 25,000 staff. Based in the United Kingdom for nearly 100 years,
IPA programmes can be found in more than 60 countries worldwide.

A trusted industry brand for over 50 years, the BPMA offers
advice and guidance to buyers as well as leading the promotional
merchandise industry in delivering service excellence and
compliance through a strict Code of Conduct. Leading best practice
and governance in areas such as quality, accurate advertising, fair
trade terms and managing customer complaints, the BPMA is at the
heart of promoting the industry.
Representing c500 UK owned and managed business supporting
hundreds of sectors across the UK economy, the BPMA promotes
the effective role of merchandise within the marketing and
communications mix to end-user markets. Its members are also
extensive importers and exporters, with the BPMA working closely
with Government teams to highlight its members needs and impact
on the global import and export stage.

INTRODUCTION

VIEW FROM GOVERNMENT

THE DATA

VIEW FROM INDUSTRY

CASE STUDIES

UKAEG MEMBERS

CONTACT
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_ G E T I N V O LV E D _ _ A N D
GET__EXPORTING_
We hope you have enjoyed reading about how the UK is a
world leader in advertising exports and how businesses across
the country are rising to the challenge of building a global UK.
Contact us at the Advertising Association for more information
on joining the UK Advertising Export Group.
WHY JOIN?_
A unique opportunity to grow your business through exports
Be part of a cohort of ambitious UK advertising and marketing services
companies
Get in-depth specialist support
Be with a peer group that can provide support, knowledge, and introductions
Be part of an ongoing marketing campaign
Help UKAEG assert the strategic importance and economic value
of advertising

Contact
Aisling Conlon, International Trade Director
aisling.conlon@adassoc.org.uk

